
2017 marks the 25th Anniversary of Rural 
Health at Monash University. Much has 
been achieved in that quarter century to 
acknowledge rural health issues. The 
principal focus at Latrobe Valley and West 
Gippsland as at other Monash Rural Health 
sites, has been to address the health 
workforce maldistribution by creating 
opportunities for undergraduate students to 
experience the benefits of living and learning 
medicine in rural communities. The articles 
contained in this newsletter are certainly a 
testament to these!

The evidence supports that rural training 
translates to increased recruitment and 
retention of medical professionals, and 
anecdotally at our site this is apparent, with 
our graduates now practising locally and 
formally teaching into the MBBS (hons) 
program, completing formative and 
summative assessment tasks, and providing 
supervision to our students on placement. 
This is a natural extension of the student-led 
near-peer teaching sessions that are a 
feature of our site and certainly highlights  
a student-centred and inclusive approach  
to the necessary lifelong commitment to 
learning and safe practice in medicine. 

In addition, we are well embedded in  
the Latrobe Valley and West Gippsland 
communities, and our students past and 
present are generous in their support of 

initiatives to help local rural students 
negotiate the steps towards selection into 
medicine. “Growing our own” the motto of 
the Gippsland Students Medical Network is 
another evidence-based initiative, with the 
acknowledgment that rural origin is also 
linked to subsequent rural placement 
preferences and practice.

On 20 May, 17 students and their parents 
from schools across Gippsland attended 
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our Traralgon site to hear about “Pathways 
into Medicine”. This session included 
students telling their stories, and highlighting 
their recommended tips to succeed in 
selection. We are particularly grateful to 
Emily Pryor, and Daffodil Joseph Anton from 
Year 3B, Chris Hardy from Year 4C, and  
Dr. Tom Kefford, an intern and Rural Health 
alumnus, as well as Bernie Spencer who  
is in her final year in Medicine at Deakin 
University for their contributions to the 
success of this day. 

This was the first of a series of 
presentations/workshops, that will be 
facilitated by our students. The next will also 
be videoconferenced to the Bairnsdale site 
and is intended to provide information about 
succeeding in the Undergraduate Medicine 
Assessment Test to school students across 
all of Gippsland.

Extending back even earlier in academia, 
this year the Teddy Bear Hospital 
coordinators, Alanna Rottler and Louay 
Baroun-Agob both in Year 4C, have 
provided a fun experience for junior primary 
school students, to highlight and normalise 
primary and secondary illness prevention 
and treatment processes. This Teddy Bear 
Hospital was undertaken on a grand scale 
and incorporated students from Years A,  
3B and 4C attending a training session  
and then visiting local primary schools  
and providing health advice and care to  
the teddies brought in by the children.

We are delighted that the huge contribution 
of Dr. David Birks to rural medical education 
was recognised at the recent Monash  
Rural Health Education Forum. David was 
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WELCOME DINNER

Students and staff enjoying the guest speaks at the Welcome Dinner.

Dr Cathy Haigh, Mr Beau Vernon, Dr Anton Isaacs.

4C Students. Dr John Scarlett, Dr Patrick van der Hoeven and Dr Joseph Tam.

Monash medical students from Years 3B, 4C and 5D were were 
welcomed to the Latrobe Valley & West Gippsland with dinner at 
the Premier Function Centre Traralgon on Friday 10th February. 
Prof Robyn Langham, Head of the School of Rural Health 
welcomed students to Monash Rural Health and encouraged 
them to take advantage of all the opportunities a rural clinical 
placement presents. Local MP, Mr Russell Northe and Latrobe 
City Council Mayor, Ms Kellie O’Callaghan encouraged students to 
explore the region, join in sporting and community activities and 
consider coming back to the region after graduation. 

True inspiration on the night was provided by guest speaker Mr 
Beau Vernon, a local Gippslander whose life was changed forever 
after an incident on the football field in June 2012 left him with 
quadriplegia. After his accident, Beau chose to focus on what he 
could do, rather than what he couldn’t and has since gone on to 
marry, have his first child, complete a business degree, work part 
time for the AFL, compete in hand-cycling events, surf, coach the 
Leongatha football team and undertake motivational speaking 
throughout Victoria. Beau’s motto is “making the most of it” and 
both students and staff left feeling inspired to make the most of all 
the opportunities 2017 presents.
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STAFF NEWS

instrumental in founding the then Centre 
for Rural Health with Professor Roger 
Strasser and Dr. Robert Hall, in 1992. 
David has been passionate about teaching 
medical students, and supporting their 
efforts to learn in the classroom and in the 
clinical workplace. His innovations form a 
substantial part of our action research 
portfolio and have been presented at 
national and international conferences 
across the years. 

We also need to acknowledge the work  
of Associate Professor Joseph Tam in 
developing and implementing the 
paediatric program at our site. Joseph 
provided a rigorous model of education 

and training that covers the core 
curriculum and provides robust clinical 
training. Joseph was the Director over the 
last two years. He will be missed but we 
wish him well in his new clinical post in 
Shepparton.

Dr Narelle Mackay, Year 3B coordinator, 
has also left to take up an academic 
position at the University of Queensland. 
During her time with us Narelle 
developed a clear framework for the 
delivery of Year 3B. She also coordinated 
Women’s Health for a short period of 
time. We would like to recognise her 
achievements and wish her well for  
the next phase of her career.

Exciting times are ahead with the  
imminent appointment of a Rural Health 
Commissioner charged with the task of 
working with “regional, rural and remote 
communities, the health sector, 
universities, specialist training colleges and 
across all levels of government to improve 
rural health policies and champion the 
cause of rural practice”. This will further the 
development of a national rural generalist 
pathway. In addition, the successful bid for 
a regional training hub in Gippsland to 
increase clinical training opportunities 
across all health professions is very 
welcome news.

ASSOC PROF JOSEPH TAM
Assoc Prof Joseph 
Tam resigned from his 
position as Director on 
21 April 2017. Dr Tam 
came to the Latrobe 
Valley in 1998, then the 
only visiting consultant 
paediatrician at the 
newly built LRH. Joseph spearheaded the 
development of the small paediatric service 
into a strong department who now provide 
24-hour, seven-day on-site services at the 
hospital. Joseph’s time in the Latrobe Valley 
also included extensive involvement in the 
development and delivery of rural medical 
education in Children’s Health since 2003. 
He was appointed to the role of Director, 
MRH Latrobe Valley & West Gippsland in 
May 2014. Joseph is swapping the Latrobe 
Valley for the Goulburn Valley, with a move 
to Shepparton. He was farewelled by his 
patients and their families at a celebration in 
Morwell. The length of the queue for a 
photo with Dr Tam at the farewell event was 
an indication of the high esteem in which he 
is held by his patients and their families, 
some even saying they would drive to 
Shepparton to see him! Colleagues and 
students at MRH had an opportunity to 
farewell Joseph at a lunch in Traralgon on 
Tuesday 11th April. Joseph will be sadly 
missed and we wish him all the best for the 
next phase of his career.

DR SEAN 
ATKINSON
Dr Sean Atkinson  
is a rural workforce 
success story. Raised 
in Neerim South, Dr 
Atkinson was part of 

the first graduating cohort from Gippsland 
Medical School (Monash Rural Health 
Churchill) in 2011. After interning at Cairns 
Hospital, Dr Atkinson returned to 
Gippsland to undertake general practice 
training. After completing his training and 
achieving Fellowship of the RACGP, Sean 
is now practicing at Neerim South Medical 
Centre. Sean has been interested and 
active in research and teaching since 
graduating and joined Monash Rural Health 
West Gippsland this year as a 3B Tutor. 
Sean enjoys teaching as it allows him to 
share his knowledge with students and 
ensures he keeps up to date with 
advances in medicine and medical 
education.

DR TIM STAUNTON-SMITH
Dr Tim Staunton-Smith 
took over the role of 
4C General Practice 
Tutor for Monash Rural 
Health West Gippsland 
this year. Tim 
graduated with an 
MBBS from the 
University of 
Queensland in 1995, interned at the Gold 
Coast Hospital then undertook general 
practice training in both regional 
Queensland and Brisbane, achieving 
Fellowship of the RACGP in 2000. Tim 
worked as a GP in various Brisbane clinics 
for many years and as a PBL Tutor for the 
University of Qld before moving to Victoria 
in 2016. Tim combines his keen interest in 
both teaching and student welfare, by 
working with Monash University as a 
Senior Lecturer and working on campus as 
a clinician at the University of Melbourne 
Health Service. 

DR NARELLE MACKAY
Dr Narelle Mackay 
resigned from her 
position as Year 3B 
Academic Coordinator 
on 2 April 2017. Narelle 
undertook the 3B 
Coordinator role since 
February 2015 and 
was dedicated and 
enthusiastic over this period in 
implementing program changes to improve 
and enhance the student experience at 
MRH Latrobe Valley & West Gippsland. 
Narelle was farewelled by staff and Year 3B 
students at a luncheon in Traralgon on 20 
March. We wish Narelle all the best in her 
future endeavours at the University of 
Queensland.

MS JOSELLA CHAN
Josella Chan is the 
new library manager at 
Latrobe Regional 
Hospital. She has a 
wide range of library 
experience, and her 
particular specialty is 
Health / Medical 
Education Libraries. She is passionate 
about evolving library services in the 
technology age. In addition to their large 
collection of paper resources, the LRH 
Library uses Information Technology to 
support learning & teaching, research and 
publishing. Josella assists clinicians and 
medical professionals to search for 
evidence-based medicine information and 
enjoys working with the Monash medical 
students placed in the Latrobe Valley.
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GP PROFILE: DR MALCOLM MCKELVIE

4C STUDENTS LEARN TO TRAIN HEROES IN THE VALLEY
Year 4C students with Monash Rural Health 
Latrobe Valley & West Gippsland will now be 
training rural children how to respond to a 
medical emergency. 

Sometimes a child may be the only person 
present, so the Ambulance Victoria program 
“Triple Zero Heroes” aims to equip children 
with the know-how to phone 000 and give 
the emergency service the details they need 
to assist. Ambulance Victoria’s challenge is 
that it doesn’t have enough staff to reach all 
the schools in rural/regional areas that it 
would like to. Enter the Year 4C Monash 
students. 

The program ties in well with medical 
students’ learning outcomes. As part of the 
children’s health/paediatrics curriculum, 
students must learn how to build rapport 
with children; they need to be able to get 
information from them and give the children 
information. The Ambulance Victoria 
program trains presenters how to manage 
children in a classroom environment, control 
a class without being disciplinarian, deal with 
left-of-field questions and engage naturally 
with young people. 

Ambulance Victoria wants to make the 
program self-sustaining, so the March 27 

When Monash medical students first arrive 
for their placement at the Yarragon Medical 
Centre they’re likely to see a table of 
homegrown produce in the foyer. Some 
comes from patients sharing their excess; 
most of it comes from the community 
garden next door established by GP,  
Dr Malcolm McKelvie.

Dr McKelvie has been committed to 
sustainability most of his life, beginning with 
his years in the school bushwalking club as 
a Melbourne teenager. With an interest in 
building and the hobby farm lifestyle, he and 
his wife took a trip around Australia doing 
locum work in the early 1990s. “We thought 
we’d find somewhere to stop,” he 
remembered. They finally ended up in Moe 
almost by accident. When they came back 
to Victoria, it was one of the few places 
available at the time to train as a GP, so he 
and his wife settled in Yarragon. Eight or 
nine years ago, they decided to open a 
practice there. 

The Yarragon practice allows him to link  
a career in medicine and an interest in 
sustainability. The clinic building reflects  
this approach featuring passive solar 
design, double glazed windows, solar 
panels and energy-efficient heating and 
cooling systems. 

The clinic was built on two of three empty 
blocks and Dr McKelvie decided the third 
should also be put to good use. With the 
owner’s permission, he established a 
community garden there which is cared for 
by members of the Baw Baw Sustainability 
Network. They also tend another garden in 
Yarragon which supplies the Fozigobble 
cafe. 

The clinic hosts 4th year medical students 
during their General Practice rotations. 
“Most of the students enjoy working here. 
The clinical has a nice feel; it’s a pleasant 
building to be in,” said Dr McKelvie. 

Teaching is not new to Dr McKelvie who 
taught at the clinic in Warragul where he 
used to work before moving to practice in 
Yarragon seven years ago. He values the 
interaction with the students. “There is 

some level of responsibility to train the next 
lot of doctors,” he said. “I enjoy having the 
students; it adds interest to the day with 
different people coming into the clinic.  
I think it’s very good training that they  
get for general practice.” 

The medical students aren’t the only ones 
who enjoy working there. Three of the 
current doctors are or have been registrars 
there. “We’ve got another doctor who is 
married to an orthopaedic surgeon. They’ve 
moved back to the area and she wanted to 
work close by so that was lucky,” said Dr 
McKelvie. “We don’t have a problem with 
recruiting doctors – at the moment anyway.” 

Dr McKelvie has also taken his convictions 
beyond his practice to the political stage, 
standing as a Greens candidate for one 
state and three federal elections. “Everyone 
should do it. It’s an exhilarating ride, but 
stressful,” he acknowledged. 

Having tried it four times though, Dr 
McKelvie is unlikely to stand again. “I might 
have been cured of that.” For now, as 
president of the Baw Baw Sustainability 
Network, he’s focussed on spending more 
time on local sustainability issues. The table 
of produce in the clinic foyer might be the 
beneficiary. 

Dr Malcolm McKelvie.

training session included Latrobe Valley & 
West Gippsland staff who will be able to train 
future cohorts of medical students how to 
deliver the program. The training pack will be 
made available to students on Moodle. Far 
from being a serious affair, the train-the-
trainer session had staff and students 
playing the part of primary school children. 
The medical students loved it and, while it 
might be a long time since they last sat on 
the floor to listen to a story, staff members 
did too. 

The pilot partnership between Monash and 
Ambulance Victoria will see Year 4C students 
visit schools within a 50 km radius of 
Warragul and Traralgon. 

Initially, the program will focus on early years’ 
school children and phoning for assistance. 
Later, it will be extended to middle and upper 
primary school students teaching them to 
use a defibrillator and the basics of mental 
health first aid. Ambulance Victoria will 
approach schools to take part and keep 
records of when each has been visited with 
a view to revisiting in two or three years.

Ambulance Victoria wants to evaluate the 
pilot and the medical students who’ll be 
involved are keen to help. Eventually, School 
Manager, Lisa Farrar, would like to see the 
partnership program rolled out across all 
Monash Rural Health sites.
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MEDICAL STUDENTS TAKE TIME TO MAKE 
HOSPITALS SEEM A LITTLE FRIENDLIER…

The “Teddy Bear Hospital” is a wonderful 
initiative that originated in Gippsland. It 
involves Monash Medical students from 
Year A and 4C visiting local Primary schools 
and providing an education session about 
medicine. Children bring along their “sick 
Teddy” who gets to rotate with them through 
a series of “stations”. Stations include a visit 
to the GP, an X-ray, some education about 
Asthma and Healthy Eating, immunisation 

“DR KEV’S” LEGACY INSPIRES THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
On Tuesday 31 May, 3 local students were 
awarded bursaries from the Tim McArdle 
Bursary Fund. The fund was set up in 2003 
to honour local General Practitioner Dr Tim 
McArdle who was tragically killed in a cycling 
accident in 2002. Over the last 14 years, the 
fund has awarded 25 bursaries to a total 
value of $73,000. To be eligible for a bursary, 
students need to live in West Gippsland and 
be undertaking the first year of a degree in 
the Faculty of Medicine, Nursing & Health 
Sciences at Monash University. This year’s 
recipients were Ms Jacqueline Inches 
(Bachelor of Psychology), Ms Michaela 
Rutherford (Bachelor of Medical Science  
and Doctor of Medicine) and Ms Georgia 
Durrand (Bachelor of Biomedical Science).

The presentation evening was attended by 
representatives from Monash University, the 
Tim McArdle Bursary committee and 
members of Dr McArdle’s family. During the 
evening, Dr McArdle’s family and friends 
shared snippets of his life and work and 
provided insight into the kind of man he was.  
MRH Latrobe Valley & West Gippsland 
Acting Director, Dr Cathy Haigh spoke of  
Dr McArdle’s role in educating medical 
professionals of the future and commented 
that it was fitting that his picture was on the 
wall in the maternity ward at West Gippsland 
Hospital.

Dr Cleo Sahhar, with bursary winners and Dr McArdle’s sister, Fiona O’Keefe and mother Patricia Wilson.

Dr McArdle’s sister Fiona told the audience 
that Tim was one of 7 siblings. He could 
have been one of those kids you “love  
to hate” – clever, good at sport, an 
accomplished pianist, with a quirky sense  
of humour, yet he never acted like an 
overachiever. He loved the community he 
served and would be humbled and delighted 
to have a bursary awarded in his name. 

Carolyn Turner, editor of The Warragul 
Gazette and member of the Bursary 
Committee recounted Tim’s time as “Dr 
Kev”, where he wrote 600 weekly columns 
over 14 years about topical health issues. 
Tim researched each topic, hand wrote the 
column and delivered it in person to the 
Editorial meeting every Thursday. The 
columns created healthy debate within the 
community via letters to the editor. With the 

support of the Warragul Jaycees, Tim 
produced the “Dr Kev Booklet – the health 
handbook every home needs”. Carolyn 
presented one of the last remaining copies of 
the booklet to Monash Rural Health for safe 
keeping. A quick flick through the pages 
reveals Dr McArdle’s quirky sense of humour 
and love of the Beatles!

Dr McArdle lived life to the fullest, on top of 
practicing medicine he was a member of the 
Warragul Cycling Club, played piano with the 
“Fabulous Beatroots” and worked with other 
health professionals to run the popular “frock 
up” nights. When asked what makes a good 
doctor, Tim responded “Compassion, treat 
patients the way you would like to be 
treated”. A good message for the bursary 
recipients and our future health workforce.

and hygiene, surgery, plastering and dental 
health. The Primary school children 
thoroughly enjoy seeing their Teddy being 
“treated” and the Med Students have a 
great time too, as it provides a different 
experience than the usual one in the 
hospital. The Teddy Bear Hospital initiative  
is completely “student driven” with the all 
aspects of the visit arranged by the Medical 
students. The Teddy Bear Hospital helps to 

teach the children about the medical 
profession and aims to alleviate any 
anxieties or worries that they may have 
about a visit to the doctor or hospital. This 
semester, Med Students set up Teddy Bear 
Hospitals at Churchill Primary School and 
Morwell Primary School. 

Louay Baroun-Agob,  
Year 4C MRH Latrobe Valley
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SO WHAT MAKES A CITY KID CHOSE A RURAL CLINICAL PLACEMENT?

ENGAGING THE NEXT GENERATION OF RURAL PRACTITIONERS

Growing up in Melbourne, I always had a 
real affinity for the country. I was convinced 
the nurses mixed the tags up when I was 
born and I was really a country girl!  But 
what makes the average metropolitan 
student chose to move to the country to 
undertake their clinical training. I interviewed 
a handful of students who after completing 
the first two years of their medical degree at 
Monash Clayton, chose to undertake 3rd 
year in Traralgon or Warragul.

The majority of the students I spoke with 
were born in Australia, some have spent 
their entire life in Melbourne, others grew up 
in the country before moving to Melbourne 
for secondary schooling. For some the 
decision to go rural was simple, “I’m a 
country kid and I want to go back to the 
country to practice one day”, for others it 
was a mixture of factors….. with the 
overwhelming sentiment being the excellent 
reputation of rural clinical schools in 
providing hands on clinical education.

Past students have been singing the praises 
of MRH Latrobe Valley & West Gippsland. 

Smaller cohorts, more time on the wards, 
more opportunities to practice clinical skills 
and get the Logbook signed off, easier 
access to registrars and consultants, 
increased interaction with patients and 
plenty of coverage of the core 3B curriculum 
were all major drawcards for a rural site.

Reasons for choosing Traralgon and 
Warragul in particular included a positive 
Year 2 experience, the proximity to 
Melbourne, the great simulation and 
teaching equipment and recommendations 
from friends in older year levels.

I asked the students how the reality of 
moving to the country compared with their 
expectations. Some were anxious about 
moving away from home for the first time, 
but have found sharing a house with 
supportive friends has made the transition 
easier. Traralgon and Warragul have all  
the amenities and services the medical 
students need on a day to day basis.  
Some hope to become more involved in  
the community and sporting clubs once 
their studies allow.

The highlight of the rural clinical placement 
so far is definitely the opportunities to 
practice clinical skills and chat to patients 
on the wards. The students feel the smaller 
cohort means they are becoming closer 
friends. The lack of access to specialties 
was of some concern for students in 
Warragul, however this was noted in 
reference to considering future career 
paths, not a concern about covering  
the core 3B curriculum.

So far the students have had “far too many 
good experiences to name just one”. Rural 
sites were oversubscribed this year and 
many of their friends missed out on “going 
rural”.  The students themselves are the 
best marketing tool Monash Rural Health 
has, so I have no doubt that our future is 
looking bright.

Larissa Attard,  
Clinical Site Administrator,  
MRH West Gippsland.

On Saturday 20 May 2017, students from 
Secondary Schools across Gippsland 
attended an Information Session on the 
‘Pathways into Medicine’ at Monash Rural 
Health Traralgon, facilitated by Monash 
Rural Health Latrobe Valley and the 
Gippsland Students’ Medical Network.

The session focused on the journey from 
moving to Melbourne from a rural area to 
study Medicine, through to being an Intern 
and the opportunities that exist in 
Gippsland. Secondary school students 
received information on Universities offering 
medicine, subject choices, ATAR scores 
and other entry requirements.

The students enjoyed hearing the  
personal journey of the guest speakers 
who suggested strategies to avoid ‘burning 
out’, ensure balance whilst in secondary 
school and ask for help when needed.

The Gippsland Students’ Medical  
Network (GSMN) is an initiative of the 
Gippsland Medical Community and is 
funded by the Department of Health and 
Human Services via the Rural Workforce 
Agency of Victoria (RWAV). The network  
is designed to identify, nurture and support 
at a local level, secondary students with  
an interest in studying medicine as well as 
medical students who have grown up in 
Gippsland or have strong ties to Gippsland. 
The events and activities offered since the 
GSMN began in 2015 have proved to be an 
invaluable resource for Gippsland students. 
The network hopes that by supporting 
Gippsland students, they will one day 
return to Gippsland to practice as medical 
professionals, achieving the ultimate aim of 
the Network of “Growing our Own”.

For further information on the GSMN  
and upcoming events, please go to  

www.gsmn.com.au or contact Julieanne 
McLuckie, Program Manager directly via 
email, julieanne@gsmn.com.au.

Year 12 student Lauren chatting with 1st year med student, 
Molly Angliss.

Bernadette Spencer, 4th year med student, Deakin and  
Dr Tom Kefford, Monash graduate and GRIT intern.

Mr Bill Haigh demonstrating how Sim Man is used.

Dr Cathy Haigh demonstrating the Sim Baby.
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OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO  
MEDICAL EDUCATION RECOGNISED
Dr David Birks, former General Surgeon at Latrobe Regional Hospital 
for 25 years and current Senior Lecturer at MRH Latrobe Valley was 
recently awarded a citation by the Head of Monash Rural Health for 
outstanding leadership and commitment to rural medical education.

David was awarded this citation for his contribution to student learning experiences, 
teaching practices, educational program development/implementation and support  
and educational leadership. 

David was instrumental in the creation of the Centre for Rural Health, and over 25 years 
has made a sustained and enduring contribution to medical education within the 
Monash medicine course, and in postgraduate and continuing professional 
development in surgery and surgical education.

Staff from MRH Latrobe Valley & West Gippsland, 
Dr Cathy Haigh, Dr David Birks and Mr Bill Haigh, 
presented a poster at the first Australasian 
Diagnostic Error in Medicine (AusDEM) Conference 
in Melbourne in May. The Diagnostic Error in 
Medicine conference, now in its ninth year, is an 
annual event of the Society to Improve Diagnosis  
in Medicine (SIDM).

In medical education students are supported to 
learn the relevant knowledge to underpin their 
clinical reasoning, but “reasoning” as such, is not 
formally taught. Third year medical students 
interview and examine patients throughout the year and  
present their Mini Case Records (MCRs) to a senior clinician  
for assessment. These MCRs demonstrate clear gains in  
their reasoning skills across the academic year.

The poster presented examined the development of diagnostic 
reasoning skills in medical students through a scaffolding 
intervention. After scheduled “Problem Based Learning (PBL)” 

On the 20th February this year, Indigenous 
Health Academic, Dr Tyson Yunkaporta 
visited West Gippsland and Latrobe Valley 
to meet with Monash Rural Health staff and 
get a feel for the work and research being 
done with Indigenous communities in the 
region. Dr Yunkaporta is a Bama fulla from 
Northern Qld with a doctorate in education. 
Currently working as a senior lecturer in the 
Indigenous Engagement Unit at Monash 
University, Tyson has worked on over a 
dozen Indigenous language programs and 
has created Indigenous knowledge 
frameworks with communities all over 
Australia. Tyson is currently working in the 
Gukwonderuk Unit at Monash to design 
curriculum materials and pedagogies 
aligning with the roll-out of the National 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health 

RESEARCH NEWS
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Davis J, Vyankandondera J, Luchters S, 
Simon D & Holmes W (2016). Male 
involvement in reproductive, maternal and 
child health: a qualitative study of 
policymaker and practitioner perspectives 
in the Pacific, Reproductive Health, 13 (1): 
1-11.

Isaacs A, Sutton K, Dalziel K, & Maybery 
D. (2017). Outcomes of a care 
coordinated service model for persons 
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& J, M. (2016). Making Bachelor of 
Pharmacy Students Hospital Placement 
Ready: a Monash Experience’, Australian 
Pharmaceutical Sciences Association, 
Sydney

Machado M & Haigh C (2016). The 
Benefits of Assessment in Maintaining 
Knowledge, Frontiers in Medical and 
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SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CLINICAL REASONING

DR TYSON YUNKAPORTA VISITS THE VALLEY

sessions, tutors met to discuss the material presented by their 
students, and to develop Multiple Choice Questions based on 
this. These questions were shown to the whole group the 
following week on video conference screens and students 
placed at distributed sites responded using their internet-smart 
mobile devices. Half of the questions were knowledge-based 
involving recall, the remainder required the application of 
reasoning skills. Students did not prepare for the assessment 
and the tutors hypothesised that learning would be enhanced 
by testing.

The student’s responses are automatically collated and shown 
on the screen. Students discussed their answer choices with 

their peers and a tutor-facilitator. Reasoning was made explicit, 
knowledge and skills consolidated, and errors identified and corrected 
in a safe and anonymous context.

Students and tutors found the process very useful. For students, it 
highlights key information and provides feedback on their reasoning. 
For tutors, it delivers insight into students’ thinking about patient 
presentations.

Curriculum 
Framework. This 
involves the creation 
and delivery of 
lectures, assessment, 
readings, audio, video 
and ISAP cases for 
novice, intermediate 
and entry to practice 
levels. Tyson’s research interests include 
Indigenous pedagogy, Indigenous cyber 
safety, Indigenous mnemonics in health 
curriculum and Indigenous student 
engagement in health studies. He is Chief 
Investigator on an ARC proposal with 
Monash Rural Health and Aunty Doris 
Patton on “Assisting Indigenous students 
towards health careers”. 

SCAFFOLDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIAGNOSTIC REASONING SKILLS: 
CONSIDERING THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE STUDENT AND THE EDUCATOR 
 
Birks DM, Haigh C, Haigh WM 
Monash Rural Health: Latrobe Valley and West Gippsland 

Background: 
 
At Monash University learning to formulate, prioritise, and confirm diagnoses is a major focus of the student’s first clinical year in medicine (Year 3B). Much of this 
learning is on placement, with the student observing their seniors and experts undertaking these tasks. These skills are assessed following assessment at the 
patient’s bedside, using a version of the mini-CEX, a criterion-based assessment tool. Marked improvement is recorded in these skills across the academic year. 
 
Students are supported to acquire the relevant knowledge to underpin their reasoning in the classroom, but traditionally reasoning per se, has not been formally 
taught.  

Intervention: 
 
Following PBL sessions tutors met to develop EMQs intended to consolidate and extend students’ 
knowledge and identify and address their misconceptions. These were given the following week to the 
whole group. Questions were presented on video conference screens, and students placed at distributed 
sites responded using their internet smart mobile devices.  
50% of the questions were knowledge-based involving recall. The remainder required the application of 
reasoning skills. 

Outcomes: 
 
Both students and tutors found this test-enhanced learning approach to be useful to support the development of diagnostic reasoning: 
 
Student feedback related to the value of having insight into their and their peers’ reasoning 

“it also says what other (sic) put and you hear reasoning for each and then you actually get a good reason why it’s not those – the option that  you’ve 
picked or the option that someone else picked; I found that really helpful” 
“..so if I get it wrong there’s an instructor there or a tutor there to actually correct me and I’m not hunting for ages or just giving up; I’ve actually got 
someone to like confirm with” 

“..it tells you how hard it is too” 
 
Tutors commented on the benefits of developing questions that supported learning 

“ remind them (the students) of the importance of various clinical scenarios / presentations of conditions….. emphasising the commoner clinical 
presentations …. (also have differential diagnosis)” 

Implications: 
 
This was a useful way to make explicit and bridge the novice to expert gap in diagnostic thinking.  

Responses were anonymously collated and the pattern of item endorsement shown on 
the screen. 
 
In a group discussion, facilitated by an expert tutor, students explored the reasoning 
behind the selected responses. 

Scores in Clinical Reasoning 
Across the Year 

Multiple sites accessing questions  simultaneously via the internet  

Collated answers 

Tutor’s screen 

Reasoning  and feedback Student-patient interaction 
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YEAR 2 STUDENTS ONCE AGAIN ENJOY THE SIGHTS AND 
SOUNDS OF THE LATROBE VALLEY & WEST GIPPSLAND

On Monday 24th April, 24 second year 
students from Monash Clayton descended 
upon Latrobe Valley and West Gippsland via 
train and automobile.

For some students it was their first 
experience of life outside metropolitan 
Melbourne. The aim of the Year 2 program 
is to enhance the students exposure to 
clinical skills and increase their 
understanding and knowledge of  
rural health systems.

Students in both Traralgon and Warragul 
participated in similar experiences – a  
“rural flavoured” PBL, time on the wards  
at Latrobe Regional Hospital and West 
Gippsland Hospital, a day with a GP  
in a local clinic, time with Allied Health 
professionals, a day utilising the high tech 
simulation facilities at MRH Latrobe Valley, a 
visit to the Helimed centre, an introduction 
to Indigenous health and cultural safety and 
the highlight – a visit to the DEDJTR farm in 

Ellinbank to learn about rural communities 
and influences on health and wellbeing.  

Visits to Warragul and Churchill North 
Primary schools provided the students with 
an opportunity to share their knowledge  
of Basic Life Support with children from 
grades 4, 5 and 6. Utilising “Resuscitation 
Annie” mannequins, the medical students 
were pleasantly surprised at the Primary 
students’ existing knowledge of what to do 
in an emergency. The “Q&A” session was 
very interactive!  There was a great deal of 
laughter as the students split into small 
groups to practice on the mannequins and 
use lots of brown paper and crayons to 
explore anatomy and ‘body mapping’.   
All of the students (primary and university) 
enjoyed spending time together.

This year, the Year 2 students also enjoyed 
the opportunity to mingle with students from 
other year levels during a movie night where 
we screened Patch Adams. The movie night 

Traralgon Year 2 students.

Warragul Year 2 students. Chatting with residents at Fairview Village.

Teaching Basic Life Support to Warragul Primary School students.
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CONTACT US: MONASH RURAL HEALTH LATROBE VALLEY & WEST GIPPSLAND
WARRAGUL
Cottage 3, Sargeant St, Warragul 
(behind West Gippsland Hospital) 
Telephone: +61 3 5122 7113

Postal Address
Monash Rural Health Warragul
PO Box 723, Warragul VIC 3820

TRARALGON
Latrobe Regional Hospital, Traralgon 
Telephone: +61 3 5122 7231

Postal Address
Monash Rural Health Traralgon
PO Box 424, Traralgon VIC 3844

Website: www.med.monash.edu/srh/latrobe-valley

was a “first” for the Year 2 program and  
was run simultaneously in Traralgon and 
Warragul. Students from all year levels 
enjoyed being able to chat informally about 
the highlights of rural clinical placements, 
whilst watching a movie that made them 
ponder medical ethics and patient centred 
care. The popcorn, ice-creams and 
Fantales were an added bonus too!

Feedback about the program was very 
positive with many students asking 
questions about undertaking 3rd or 4th  
year in the region. The Year 2 students  
very much enjoyed their first opportunity to 
interact with patients and practice some 
clinical skills. Members of the cohort got to 
know each other better and new friendships 
were forged. 

We look forward to fine tuning the program 
for second semester and introducing the 
next group of Year 2s to the delights of the 
region. 


